Splunk Customer Success
Know Before You Go Guide to .conf23

Get ready for anything

.conf23  |  July 17-20, 2023  |  Las Vegas
Maximize your .conf23 Experience

We are excited to share some key information and pro tips to help you maximize your experience through our Success and Splunk Community Zones at .conf23. These zones offer insights into all the ways Splunk is here to help you drive resiliency for your organization through the power of data. Splunk is with you at any point in your journey - and offers many ways to maximize your investment with the right resources; services, guidance, best practices to guide you in driving better business outcomes.
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Splunk Success Zone

The Success Zone at .conf23 offers an interactive experience, helping you do more with Splunk! Stop by and connect with us to learn how we support and partner with you on your journey to enterprise resilience.

Pro Tips

- Explore all the great self-service resources in ‘Splunk Essentials Zone’ to get up-and-Splunking quickly and sign up to stay in the know.

- Discover where you are on your path to resilience at the interactive Resilience Walls. Complete the in-person “Resilience Check” to snag some cool new shades!

- Engage with Splunk Education and Splunk Lantern to light up your learning path, discover new use cases, and upskill your team with knowledge!

- Connect directly with Splunk Customer Success experts to get 1-on-1 prescriptive guidance aligned to your value realization path.

- Extend your stay in Vegas for an Education bootcamp to enhance your Splunk learning. Register with Splunk University, July 15-17 and July 20. Learn more
Splunk Professional Services Led Breakout Sessions at .conf23

Observability:
- **OBS1276C** A | in a cube
- **OBS1788B** The Definitive List of Best Practices for IT Service Intelligence: How to Configure, Administer, and Use ITSI for Optimal Results

Security:
- **SEC1226B** Mastering Security Automation: Accelerating Incident Response with SOAR and Mission Control
- **SEC1936B** TLS of the SSLippery slope: the .key to your Splunk connections

Platform:
- **PLA1468B** Maximizing the value of federated search across multiple Splunk Environments
- **PLA1573A** Splunk Upgrade Essentials!
- **PLA1577B** Dashboarding Wowzas! Top tips for making your dashboards awesome!
- **PLA1641B** Ingest Actions and RULESETS: Advanced pipeline configurations
- **PLA1945B** Factoring in SSO Integration: Setting up SAML in your Splunk Environment
- **PLA1990B** RAMPing up to Cloud Nine: Migrating to a Federal Cloud (or Hybrid!) Environment

Cloud Migration:
- **PLA1890B** Lessons on Fixing Splunk Enterprise From Cloud Migration Experts
- **PLA1105B** Got Apps? Will Migrate to Cloud - SCMA to the Rescue
- **PLA1828B** Journey to a Successful Cloud Adoption With Workload Pricing
Splunk Community Zone

Join Splunk in the Community Zone to mix and mingle with other users from within the Splunk ecosystem — including members of the SplunkTrust™. Connect with User Groups in your region, nosh, get off your feet, and get your burning questions answered!

**Pro Tips**

- Come meet [Splunk’s Community Engagement team](#) and learn more about all the ways you can leverage our awesome community — our Answers forum, Community Blog, User Slack, User Groups, and more!

- Stop by [SplunkTrust™ Snacks](#) to meet and hang out with Trust members, ask questions, and enjoy some snacks!

- Join the in-person [Live Las Vegas User Group meetup](#) to learn about User Groups and hear a Splunk use case story from UnitedHealthcare.

- Check out [Inside the Lightbulb](#) to see how the Community influences Splunk products through their unique Splunk Ideas submissions.

- Don’t miss the [Book Signing and Fireside Chat](#) with SplunkTrust member Nadine Shillingford, author of “Data Analytics Using Splunk 9.x: A Practical Guide to Implementing Splunk’s Features for Performing Data Analysis at Scale”
SplunkTrust™ Led Breakout Sessions at .conf23

Observability:
- **OBS1768B**: Making Your Observability Cloud Native With OpenTelemetry

Security:
- **SEC1406C**: 12 Angry Analysts: Tuning Splunk SOAR events to keep your analysts happy (or at least content)
- **SEC1475C**: De-Escher-ing SOAR Playbook Development
- **SEC1561C**: SOARing Efficiently: Identifying Efficiency Opportunities from Your SOAR Data
- **SEC1936B**: TLS of the SSLippery slope: the .key to your Splunk connections
- **SEC2001C**: Easily extend Enterprise Security with custom Machine Learning models and algorithms for the highest fidelity incident detection.

Platform:
- **PLA1159C**: Lesser Known Search Commands Part 1
- **PLA1161C**: SPL ALL THE THINGS!!! (But here’s how to learn about your dataset first.)
- **PLA1163C**: Perfecting Perfmon and other metrics
- **PLA1177B**: Clara-Fication Workshop: Understanding the Expensive Bits in Your Splunk Environment
- **PLA1238C**: Automate Log Onboarding with Splunk! The one year update
- **PLA1256C**: Study Club for Splunk is back! Get your swag on in this hands-on interactive expedition. Activate and energize your Splunk journey and capabilities!!
- **PLA1335B**: Getting Smarter about SmartStore: Best Practices or Bust
- **PLA1347C**: Administrators Anonymous: Interactive Splunk therapy session with Splunk Trust experts
- **PLA1399B**: A Little Help With Splunk Configuration
- **PLA1431C**: Visualizing Wealth and Lifespan in the Caribbean Islands
- **PLA1547B**: Lighter, Faster and Calmer Splunking With `makeresults` And `gentimes` and some `random()%` too!
- **PLA1577B**: Dashboarding Wowzas! Top tips for making your dashboards awesome!
- **PLA1588B**: Does your Search Head Cluster need some TLC? Let's fix this troubled relationship
- **PLA1625B**: How to Rock a Resilient Splunk Community and Get Noticed - Brought to you by 2 Ole Pros
- **PLA1693B**: The regeX-Games (TM)
- **PLA1765C**: Git Good With Splunk: Commit to Config Versioning and Deployment Automation for Your Splunk Infrastructure
- **PLA1945B**: Factoring in SSO Integration: Setting up SAML in your Splunk Environment

Cloud Migration:
- **PLA1890B**: Lessons on Fixing Splunk Enterprise From Cloud Migration Experts
- **PLA1105B**: Got Apps? Will Migrate to Cloud - SCMA to the Rescue
- **PLA1990B**: RAMPing up to Cloud Nine: Migrating to a Federal Cloud (or Hybrid!) Environment

Developers:
- **DEV1154C**: Building Multiple Splunk Apps with AWS
- **DEV1813C**: Integrating Splunk with ChatGPT: Revolutionizing Data Analytics with AI-Powered Conversational Intelligence

Splunk Customer Success is here to help you be ready for anything and build a more resilient business environment for your organization. Learn more at [Splunk.com/customersuccess](http://Splunk.com/customersuccess)